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The Sisters' House as it appears today is anything but the simple two- 
story brick structure that Columbia carpenter James Purcell constructed 
for James Walker in 1818. An austere facade disguises a complicated 
series of additions to the rear of the house. Each addition evidences 
the evolving needs of many former residents of the house. As originally 
constructed, the house was a basic four room structure of three bays 
in width. An excellent example of the influence of Federal style 
architecture in Tennessee, this structure was distinguished on the 
exterior by single shoulder exterior chimneys, flat jack arched lintels, 
and marked symmetry of fenestration on the facade.

The diary of Nathan Vaught, an apprentice to carpenter Purcell, records 
that an addition was made to the house in 1827. Superficial architectural 
investigation indicates that this addition was the two-story ell on the 
right side of the rear of the structure. An extension, one bay in width 
with an interior chimney, of the main wing was made at an as yet undeter 
mined date. This extension involved the total demolition of an original 
bearing wall, and its presence contaminates the original symmetry of the 
facade.

To the immediate rear of the main wing, and now attached by the extension 
of two-story porch, stands a two-story structure which is believed to have 
been a kitchen. Sophisticated architectural investigation is needed to 
accurately determine its original and subsequent uses.

Along the left hand side of the main wing is located a single level 
clapboard addition which houses toilet facilities.

Influences of the Victorian Era are readily seen in the altered windows 
(ca. 19QQ), the extended gables with cornice returns, the large flat 
cornice boards, the standing seam metal roof and the altered door con 
figuration crowned with a stained glass transom. The veranda attached 
to the right side of the house also exhibits the flavor of the "Age of 
Excess."

As a result of the many additions, the interior has been altered sig 
nificantly. The front door opens into what is now a spacious center 
entrance hall. A non-original three-quarter turn with landings stair 
way with dual newel posts rises from the left side of the entrance hall 
to a large central hall on the upper story. Single rooms open off of 
each side of the two center halls. Thin partition walls divide the halls 
and the rooms to the left while a load bearing wall twelve inches thick 
separates the halls from the rooms on the right. Much of the interior 
woodwork has been replaced. Double sliding doors have been installed 
between the hall and the lower right hand side room, and also between the 
lower level of the ell and the original lower right side room.
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The Sisters' House is currently closed to public visitation and is mostly 
used for storage space. Eventual adaptive restoration is planned for 
the house for use in conjunction with the neighboring James K. Polk 
Home. To the rear of this structure is an outstanding formal garden 
which is open to the public. The garden was begun in 1949 and is 
maintained by the James K. Polk Memorial Association.
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Standing side by side with the James K. Polk Home, a National Historic 
Landmark, in Columbia, Tennessee, is the former residence of two of 
President Polk's sisters which is now known, appropriately enough, as the 
Sisters' House. The house was built by James Purcell in 1818 for James 
Walker and his wife, Jane Maria Polk Walker, on land which was originally 
deeded to the former President's father, Samuel Polk. Samuel Polk and 
James Walker were partners in one of Columbia's earliest general stores 
and in addition they jointly established the town's first bank. James W 
Walker, a staunch Jacksonian Democrat, corresponded prolifically with 
his brother-in-law, James K. Polk, while Polk was serving in the Congress. 
Walker kept the future president up to date on the sentiments of his 
constituents, and also attended to Polk's business interests in Columbia. 
Jane Maria Polk Walker lived in the house which was built for them until 
1843. In April of 1849 a second sister, Ophelia, and her husband, Dr. 
Samuel Hays, purchased the house, and they resided there until Ophelia's 
death in 1853. Ownership of the structure changed only twice more before 
it was purchased by the State of Tennessee in 1941.

In addition to its significance for being associated with a former president's 
family, the Sisters' House is also an outstanding example of Federal style 
architecture as it was executed in Tennessee. In concert both historically 
and architecturally with the more significant structure to its right, the 
Sisters' House aids in the interpretation of the lifestyle of one of 
Tennessee's most noted families.
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